Analysis of the mutual coupling and its effect on the CQHA performance in LMS MIMO system are investigated and presented in this paper. Due to the complexity of the CQHA structure, the mutual coupling effects were mainly studied using electromagnetic simulation. The effect of the separation spacing between inner and outer QHA on the mutual coupling was investigated by comparing the element isolation of CQHAs with varying outer QHA radius and fixed inner QHA radius. It can be concluded that a minimum separation of 0.1λ is required for the isolation to be better than 15dB. The distortion of the co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns of the CQHA due to the mutual coupling are also studied in this paper. Finally, the effect of the mutual coupling on the mean effective gain and polarisation correlation of CQHAs with varying separation spacing between inner and outer QHA were examined and its results showed that the MEG values are very much affected by mutual coupling while the polarisation and angular correlation are largely unaffected.
Introduction
MIMO techniques have become one of the most important technologies in the next generation wireless communication system for its enormous spectral efficiency without additional bandwidth and power. Even so, its implementation in land mobile satellite (LMS) systems is more difficult due to the differences in propagation channel characteristics which render the spatial based MIMO technique impractical. However, by implementing polarisation multiplexing (polarisation based MIMO technique), land mobile satellite systems can also benefit from the capacity increase of MIMO systems [5] . Therefore, a compact dual circularly polarised antenna with upper hemispherical radiation pattern is needed for LMS receiver terminal. The dual circularly polarised Contrawound Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (CQHA) has been introduced in [6] as one of the promising candidates for Land Mobile Satellite MIMO receiver terminal due to its dual orthogonal polarisation capability while retaining the desirable wide beam circular polarised pattern.
Capacity of the MIMO systems is mainly dependent on the signal correlation at the transmitter and the receiver, which can be categorised into two categories; propagation induced correlation and antenna induced correlation [2] . The signal correlation needs to be low in order for the MIMO system to fully operate at its optimum capacity. Effect of the mutual coupling on the capacity of MIMO system is then related to the impact of mutual coupling on the signal correlation and the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [4] . It is known that mutual coupling between closely spaced radiating elements can distorts the element radiation pattern and also reduces the radiation efficiency due to impedance mismatch of the element [7] . The distortion of the element pattern can have different impacts on the MIMO system depending on the propagation channel correlation. In a poor scattering environment with small angular spread and correlated subchannels, distortion of antennas radiation patterns function as decorrelator where the dissimilar patterns create pattern diversity which reduce the overall signal correlation [8] . As for a rich multipath environment with fully uncorrelated subchannels, mutual coupling can increases the signal correlation and reduces the theoretical capacity of the MIMO system [3] .
In this paper, the effect of mutual coupling on the dual circularly polarised CQHA radiation patterns is presented. Then, more studies on its effect on the mean effective gain and polarisation correlation of the CQHA were conducted and its results and discussions are shown in Chapter 5. The conclusion of the studies is given at the end of the paper.
CQHA Design and Parametric Study
The design of CQHA is based on the combination of two QHAs with opposite element winding direction to provide dual circular polarisation capability. In order to reduce the size of the antenna, one QHA is positioned inside of the other. A major disadvantage of this structure is strong mutual coupling between antenna elements due to its close proximity. However, such mutual coupling effect can be reduced by increasing the spacing between inner and outer QHA. This can be achieved by increasing the radius of the outer QHA while keeping the radius of the inner QHA fixed. This method, however, is limited by the maximum radius achievable by element length of the QHA and its effect on the radiation pattern of the outer QHA. Configuration of the proposed CQHA and its element/port numbering are shown in Fig. 1 . In order to investigate the effect of the mutual coupling on the CQHA performance, a parametric study has been conducted by electromagnetic simulation using CST Microwave Studio where spacing between inner and outer QHA is varied from 10mm to 15mm and its effect on the CQHA performances are studied. 
Separation Spacing Effect on the Mutual Coupling of the CQHA
It is well known that mutual coupling between radiating elements are inversely proportional to the distance between the elements. Mutual coupling can be represented by the element isolation from scattering parameter simulation or measurement. In this study, the effect of varying the radius of the outer QHA on the mutual coupling, which effectively increase the spacing between inner and outer QHA, is examined.
Simulated isolation between element 1 on the inner QHA and element 5 on the outer QHA are chosen as the indicator for the mutual coupling between inner and outer QHA as shown in Fig. 2 . Based on the results, it clearly shows that in order for the element isolation to be better that 15dB, the spacing between inner and outer QHA has to be 15mm or 0.1λ at 2GHz frequency. 
Mutual Coupling Effect on Radiation Pattern
One of the main advantages of QHA is its wide circularly polarised beam and it is crucial for the CQHA to exhibit the same radiation pattern. It has been stated that mutual coupling can distorts element radiation pattern depending on the spacing of the elements. Therefore, the effect of mutual coupling on the CQHA pattern with varied spacing between inner and outer QHA need to be characterised. This can be done by evaluating the radiation pattern of the radiating QHA when the radiating QHA is excited by unit voltage source while the other QHA is terminated with its generator impedance. The resultant co-polar and cross polar radiation patterns from this method are the pattern of the antenna in presence of mutual coupling due to its proximity with another antenna.
In this study, the simulated co-polar and cross polar elevation pattern of the inner QHA and outer QHA of CQHAs with separation spacing of 10mm and 15mm are compared with isolated inner QHA and outer QHA (radius of 22mm) as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . Based on the results, it is clearly shows that mutual coupling has detrimental effect on the copolar and cross-polar pattern of inner and outer QHA. The copolar gain of the inner QHA is reduced by nearly 7dB at the zenith when inner QHA is positioned inside an outer QHA with radius of 17mm. By increasing the radius of outer QHA up to 22mm, the co-polar gain of inner QHA has improved by almost 4 dB at the zenith. The co-polar elevation patterns for outer QHA are also clearly improved with increasing spacing between the two antennas. Increase in gain are evident where 4 to 5dB improvement of the pattern from 30° (from horizontal plane) to the zenith. However, due to the increased radius of the outer QHA, its co-polar elevation pattern becomes more directional as its 3dB beamwidth decreases from 186° to 101°. Meanwhile, the cross-polar radiation pattern for inner and outer QHA are significantly increased by the effect of mutual coupling which can be shown by comparing the cross-polar pattern of isolated inner and outer QHA and the CQHA with separation spacing of 10mm and 15mm. These effects can be explained by considering that the induced current at the terminated QHA is in phase with the current at the excited QHA which then causes the terminated QHA to radiate the orthogonal polarisation but at the opposite direction due to feeding phase direction. 
Mutual Coupling Effect on Mean Effective Gain and Correlation

Mean Effective Gain
The analysis of the mean effective gain (MEG) of the CQHAs with separation spacing from 10mm to 15mm was done using closed form formulation by Taga [9] as listed below. For both QHAs, the MEG has the lowest values when the separation spacing is 10mm and increases as the separation is increased from 10mm to 15mm. At elevation angle of 60° (from horizontal plane), the difference of MEG value for inner and outer QHA is more than 3dB. This effect can be easily explained as the co-polar gain pattern for both QHAs is improved as the separation is getting larger which then affects the MEG value of the antennas. When the separation spacing is 15mm, the maximum value of the MEG of the inner QHA is obtained when the mean of elevation distribution is at 40° from the horizontal plane while for the outer QHA, its Meg value reaches its maximum at 60°. 
Correlation
Realistic capacity increase of a polarisation-based MIMO system depends on the polarisation correlation of the dual orthogonal polarised antennas used in the system, apart from depolarisation effect of the propagation channel. Calculation of polarisation correlation of the CQHAs with separation spacing from 10mm to 15mm can be done by using formulation in [6] which gave closed form equation for circular polarisation correlation coefficient.
In evaluating polarisation correlation of the CQHAs, the same channel parameters in MEG analysis have been used for the value of XPR and AOA. The complex polarisation correlation coefficients for the CQHAs with separation spacing from 10mm to 15mm between inner and outer QHA are shown in Table 2 . The results indicate that the polarisation correlation of the CQHA is very low (<0.1) even at the separation spacing of 10mm between inner and outer QHA. In fact, the polarisation correlation of the CQHA is lower at separation spacing of 10mm compared to 15mm. It is stated in [1] that the polarisation correlation is inherent in the angular correlation and it can be expected that the angular correlation of the CQHA will be about the same value. Table 3 shows that complex angular correlation coefficient of the CQHA for separation spacing between 10mm to 15mm for inner and outer QHA.
It was expected that as the separation spacing of the CQHA is reduced, the polarisation and angular correlation of the CQHA are increased. However, based on the correlation analysis, the polarisation correlation coefficient is largely unaffected by the mutual coupling of the CQHA elements. One explanation for this effect is although the inner and outer QHA are closely spaced and exhibit strong mutual coupling, both antennas are still radiate almost perfectly orthogonal circular polarisations at the upper hemispherical plane which cause the polarisation and angular correlation coefficient to be very low. But of course, such close spacing between QHAs reduces the radiation efficiency and gain pattern of the antennas as shown in the MEG analysis earlier. Table 3 . The complex angular correlation coefficient of the CQHAs with separation spacing from 10mm to 15mm between inner and outer QHA. 
Mean of the Elevation Distribution
Conclusion
A dual circularly polarised CQHA has been investigated in terms of its mutual coupling characteristics and its effect on its performance in polarisation-based MIMO system. By increasing the radius of the outer QHA, the mutual coupling between inner and outer QHA can be reduced to -15dB. As expected, the mutual coupling distorts the CQHA radiation patterns and reduces the co-polar pattern gain and increases the cross-polar pattern gain of both antennas. Effect of the mutual coupling on the CQHA performance in MIMO system were investigated in terms of mean effective gain and polarisation correlation of the CQHA. The MEG of both QHAs is clearly affected by the mutual coupling as the MEG values are decreased as the separation spacing is reduced between inner and outer QHA. However, as for the polarisation correlation, it is largely unaffected by mutual coupling due to the fact that the antennas are still radiate almost perfect orthogonal polarisations even at close spacing.
